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Appendix 

  



1 Presentation Design 

1.1 Annotation 

Following presentation design is addressed to university students of Brno University of 

Technology, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Communication. The material is to be part 

of subject “Measurements in Electrical Engineering”. The aim of the presentation is to prepare 

students for the laboratory exercise, 1A Instrument Accuracy Verification, and introduce 

elementary concepts of accuracy verification. The presentation is intended to be studied at home 

before actual measuring, laboratory exercise. Material was not approved by any authority in the 

field of study (measurement in electrical engineering). Presentation is interactive, using several 

hypertext links and videos. Part of the presentation is also activating element in the form of 

questions. Presentation was designed using Microsoft Office Power Point tool. (Note: Actual 

presentation is included on the CD attached to printed version of bachelor thesis.) 

 

1.2 Actual Design 

Actual design could be found on the following page.  
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Notification

• Worksheet 1A 

• The whole 
presentation is 
interactive (i.e. 
presentation 
includes videos, 
hypertext links, …) 



Introduce general 
theory beyond 

“Instrument 
Accuracy 

Verification“ 

Prepare for 
laboratory 
exercise 

1A

1. Aims



2. General Theory
What it is „accuracy“? | Accuracy vs. Precision | Significance | Methods | 
Metrological Conditions 



2.1 Accuracy

„Accuracy" is used 
to describe the 
closeness of a 
measurement to 
the true value
(ISO 5725-1)

Fig. 1.: Uncertainties in Measurement 

(taken from: 

https://share.ehs.uen.org/node/7777) 

https://share.ehs.uen.org/node/7777


2.2 Accuracy vs. Precision (video)

Video 1.: Accuracy 

vs. Precision (taken 

from: 

https://www.youtub

e.com/watch?v=5A

PhVxCEPFs) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5APhVxCEPFs


2.3 Significance of Accuracy Verification

Accuracy of 
measuring 
instrument expresses 
how the measured 
results compare with 
the real value of the 
measured quantity

Measuring instrument 
verification ensures:

• Accurate measurement 
conditions during production

• Accurate measurement of 
instrument in operation

• => Conditions for quality 
production and perfect 
operation 



2.4 Methods for Instrument Accuracy 
Verification

• Comparative method = verified instrument 
is compared with reference instrument 

• Method using calibration = verified 
instrument data derivation from etalon 
voltages and resistances

2 methods 



2.5 Metrological Conditions

Operating procedure of instrument accuracy verification is 
determined by 

ČSN IEC (International Electrical Committee) 51-2. 

• Temperature of verified instrument: 23°C ± 2°C

• Set the reading to zero (instruments with zero value)

• An environment without an external magnetic field 
(excepting the magnetic field of the Earth)

• Reference instrument must be significantly more accurate 
(comparative method) 



3. Accuracy of Analog 
Instruments 
Accuracy Class | Calculation



3.1 Accuracy Classes 𝛿𝐴

Accuracy class = accuracy parameter

Internationally recommended by IEC (International 
Electrical  Committee)

Include all partial errors of an instrument

Denoted by “class marks” (or “class indices”) equal to the 
admissible percentage error limit



3.2 Accuracy Class 𝛿𝐴 - Equation

𝛿𝐴 =
|∆𝐴𝐼|

𝑋𝑅
100 (%)

∆AI… absolute value of the error limit (= all random 

and systematic errors)

XR… range of the measuring instrument



4. Accuracy of Digital 
Instruments
Accuracy Denotation | Calculation



4.1 Digital Instrument Accuracy

Include all 
errors of 

indications

Denoted by 
percentage 

• Electronic switches

• Comparators

• Gates

• Generators

• Sources of accurate 
voltage

• Display 

Dependant on 
function of:



4.2 Accuracy Class 𝛿𝐷𝐼 - Equation

𝛿𝐷𝐼 =
|∆𝐷I|

𝑋𝑀
100 (%)

∆𝐷I… absolute value of errors (reading error, 

quantizing error)

XM… measured value (reading)



5. Outcomes
Summary | Further Study | Revision



5.1 Summary
Accuracy = describes the closeness of a measurement to the 

true value

Precision = a measure of statistical variability

 Instrument accuracy verification methods: 
 Comparative vs. Calibration

Operating procedure of instrument accuracy verification devices 
is determined by 
ČSN IEC 51-2

𝛿𝐴 =
|∆𝐴𝐼|

𝑋𝑅
100 (%) 𝛿𝐷𝐼 =

|∆𝐷I|

𝑋𝑀
100 (%)

Accuracy Class (analog instrument) Accuracy Class (digital instrument)



5.2 Further Study

doc. Mikulka; Lectures (.pdf) 
(available on course e-learning)

• 2: Evaluation of Accuracy in Analog and 
Digital Measurement Devices

• 3: Uncertainty in Direct Measurement 
Methods 

YouTube videos:

• WalkerMath: Accuracy of Measuring 
Instruments

• Understanding Uncertainty/Accuracy 
Specs For Measurement Instruments

Video 2.: Ted-Ed, Anticole Matt (taken 

from: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hRA

FPdDppzs) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVZ2hsxy-yE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dk7bPHDwkMU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hRAFPdDppzs


5.3 Questions 

1. What is the difference between accuracy and precision?

2. What ensures instrument verification? 

3. Name methods of instrument accuracy verification and briefly 

describe them.

4. Operating procedure of accuracy verification is 

determined by?

5. How is calculated accuracy of analog and digital instrument? Answer

Answer

Answer

Answer

Answer



6. Appendix
Sources



6.1 References
 doc. Mikulka, Jan; Measurement in Electrical Engineering Lectures (.pdf 1-3)

 National Instruments; http://www.ni.com/cs-cz.html
 http://www.ni.com/white-paper/4439/en/

 Data Acquisition (DAQ) Solutions | Measurement Computing; 
http://www.mccdaq.com/index.aspx
 http://kb.mccdaq.com/KnowledgebaseArticle50043.aspx) 

 Utah Electronic High School; https://share.ehs.uen.org
 https://share.ehs.uen.org/node/7777

 Wikipedia, the free encyclopaedia; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accuracy_and_precision

 YouTube; https://www.youtube.com
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5APhVxCEPFs
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVZ2hsxy-yE
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3G5IWRDfgTw
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dk7bPHDwkMU
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hRAFPdDppzs

http://www.ni.com/cs-cz.html
http://www.ni.com/white-paper/4439/en/
http://www.mccdaq.com/index.aspx
http://kb.mccdaq.com/KnowledgebaseArticle50043.aspx
https://share.ehs.uen.org/
https://share.ehs.uen.org/node/7777
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accuracy_and_precision
https://www.youtube.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5APhVxCEPFs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVZ2hsxy-yE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3G5IWRDfgTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dk7bPHDwkMU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hRAFPdDppzs


2 Worksheet Design 

2.1 Annotation  

Worksheet design is addressed to university students of Brno University of Technology, Faculty 

of Electrical Engineering and Communication. The material is to be part of subject 

“Measurements in Electrical Engineering”. Material was not approved by any authority in the 

field of study (measurement in electrical engineering). The worksheet serves as an instruction 

to laboratory exercise and also as a laboratory elaboration of laboratory exercise, 1A Instrument 

Accuracy Verification. The actual worksheet is divided into individual parts to orientate better 

in the worksheet.  

 Part 1 serves as a theoretical background for the laboratory exercise.  

 Part 2 is an instruction through measurement itself.  

 Part 3 describes how to process obtained values.  

 Part 5 is to present outcomes of the laboratory exercise.  

 Part 6 is revision, aiming at both theory and vocabulary.  

 Part 7 is glossary of all mentioned vocabulary, which was considered important for the 

worksheet.  

 Part 8 represents the key to questions and exercises which are located in the worksheet.  

 Part 9 is list of references which were used to elaborate worksheet.  

The attempt of the author was to simplify and to approximate the matter to students and make 

them understand the significance of laboratory exercise.         

(Note: Actual presentation is included on the CD attached to printed version of bachelor thesis.) 

2.2 Actual Design 

Actual design could be found on the following page.  
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1A INSTRUMENT ACCURACY 

VERIFICATION 
1. AIMS 

 Understand the method facilitating the accuracy verification of a measuring instrument. 

 Verify the accuracy of a measuring device and learn the meaning of its measuring uncertainties. 

 Learn how to properly evaluate whether a measuring device is within the limits of its accuracy 

class. 

2. TASK 

 Verify the accuracy of an analog measuring instrument on its basic scale.  

  

Photography of the Laboratory 1A Arrangement + Description (will be attached later) 
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PART 1 

3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

TASK 1: Read the introduction to laboratory exercise 1A. 

To verify accuracy of measuring instrument there exist two methods:   

 Comparative method: based on comparison of verified instrument with reference instrument, 

which must be more accurate than verified one. 

 Method using calibration: verified instrument data is derived from standard voltages and 

resistances (using calibration is complex and expensive) 

The operating procedure of instrument accuracy verification is determined by ČSN IEC 51-2. 

Elementary assessments are:  

 Temperature of verified instrument must be 23°C ± 2°C. 

 Devices with expressed zero value it is necessary to calibrate the value of zero.  

 Should your device have more than one scale, after verifying the progress of the basic scale, 

verify the rest at 100 % of given scale.  

 Should an analog measuring device have more than one scale, all are to be verified as well. 

 Reference instrument must be significantly more accurate than tested instrument (comparative 

method).  

Result of the verification of instrument accuracy is the calibration diagram, which expresses 

dependency of measured value on indicated value. For accuracy purposes is more appropriate 

correction curve. Correction curve is graphically formulated dependency of correction on indicating 

value C = f (X).  

CORRECTION C is value which is needed to be impute to measured value to get probably real value.  

𝐶 =  −∆𝑋𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡
=  𝑋𝑇 −  �̅�       (unit of the quantity X)             Eq. 1 

𝐶 … correction 

∆𝑋𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡
… systematic deviation 

𝑋𝑇… true value 

�̅�… mean value 

3.1 QUESTIONS 

TASK 2: Answer following questions using The Theoretical Background 3.1 

1. Name two methods for instrument accuracy verification? 

2. Name at least three elementary assessments of correct operating procedure of instrument 

accuracy verification (ČSN IEC 51-2)?  

3. What is the correction curve and how is correction calculated? 
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PART 2 

4. THE MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE 

TASK 3: Follow measurement method and operating procedure to obtain measurement results. 

4.1 MEASUREMENT METHOD 

 The comparative method is in this laboratory exercise used for instrument accuracy 

verification.  

 The whole measurement is executed by computer program, which also process results. 

 Reference measurement device is Agilent 34401A (For manual go to 

http://www.utee.feec.vutbr.cz/files/kestazeni/pristroje/34401A.pdf)  

Table 1. Accuracy of Agilent 34401A 

Measured value (for 
the given scale) 

Accuracy 
(% of value + % of scale) 

Note 

VDC (10 V) ±(0.0035 % +0.0005 %) 23°±5°C 

ADC (100 mA) ±(0.050 % +0.005 %) 23°±5°C 

VAC (1 – 750 V) ±(0.06 % +0.03 %) 23°±5°C, TRMS, 10 Hz - 20 kHz 

AAC (1A) ±(0.1 % +0.04 %) 23°±5°C, TRMS, 10 Hz – 5 kHz 

4.2 THE OPERATING PROCEDURE 

 

Figure 1. Diagram connection for voltmeter and ammeter verification 

1. Connection of the circuit. 

a. Connect the circuit according to Figure 1. (choose either AC/DC voltmeter or ammeter).  

b. Disconnect the tested instrument and set the basic scale and calibrate the zero value.  

c. Then connect the tested instrument again. 

2. Running measurement PC program. 

a. Run the Excel document “kontrola.xls” (located on the desktop).  

b. Then run the “kontrola.vee” program.  

c. Enter necessary tested instrument data (on the left-hand side of the program screen): 

 Accuracy class 

 Number of measurements with hysteresis (usually n = 3) 

 Tested scale (choose the basic scale) 

 Measuring step and tested scale, both in scale units (the tested scale must be 

an integral multiplication of the step) 

 Propagation coefficient (for 3 measurement there are 6 values, thus kS = 1.3) 

3. Running DMM Agilent 34401A. 

a. Check whether the DMM Agilent 34401A is on.  

b. Launch the measurement by “Start” button. 

Stabilized current 

source 

= / ~ 

A 
Agilent 34401A 

PC  with 
program 
“kontrola” 

Tested 

ammeter 

Stabilized current 

source  

= / ~ 
V 

Agilent 34401A 

PC  with 
program 
“kontrola“ Tested 

voltmeter 

http://www.utee.feec.vutbr.cz/files/kestazeni/pristroje/34401A.pdf
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 (Note: Using a potentiometer move the pointer to point towards the proper value and 

confirm with the computer. Setting a wrong value will result in an error. Should an error 

occur, there are three possible options of how to continue. The first, repeat the 

measurement; the second, accept the measured value; or the third, close the program.) 

4. Measurement results. 

a. Computed values and a graph will be at your disposal (similar yet improved graph will 

be saved in Excel sheet kontrola.xls.)  

b. Check the accuracy class and the scale of the device.  

c. Modify the graph in Excel sheet kontrola.xls accordingly (axis, label) and print it.  

PART 3 

5. PROCESSING OF RESULTS 

TASK 4: Read instructions for processing obtained values and understand the significance of those 

values.   

The final graph describes the systematic deviations and uncertainties as well as the tolerance limit 

for the real values. The final result of this exercise is a graph similar to Fig. 2. showing the progress of 

the systematic deviation. 

Measured values are recorded to MS Excel sheet: 

 The first column: how many units were set; the second column gives the correct values.  

 A total of 2n columns shows the measured values.  

 The last column represents the systematic error  according to the Eq. 2., and the A-

type uncertainty uA according to the Eq. 5. 

THE SYSTEMATIC DEVIATION ∆𝑋𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡
 can be computed for each unit of the scale using the Eq. 2.  

 ∆𝑋𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡
 = 𝑁 − �̅�       (unit of the quantity X)             Eq. 2 

X … the arithmetic mean of values measured by the referential instrument (these values are to be 

considered conventionally correct)  

N… the value measured by the tested device 

If THE SYSTEMATIC ERROR exceed the tolerance limit, the device is considered as deficient. 

systX

Figure 2. Progress of the systematic deviation and the A- type uncertainty 

Deviation 

0 

error 

VXmax 

-VXmax 

A-type 

uncert. vA 
Systematic 

deviation 

Tolerance  Limit 
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THE STANDARD UNCERTAINTY 𝑢𝐴 is superposed on the progression of the systematic deviation. 

Dashed lines highlight the accuracy tolerance limits, which can be calculated according to Eq. 3. or Eq. 

4 

𝑢𝐵𝑋𝐴𝑀𝐼
=  

𝛿𝐴𝐶∙ 𝑋𝑅

100 ∙𝜒
       (unit of the quantity X)             Eq. 3 

or   𝑢𝐵𝑋𝐷𝑀𝐼
=  

 |𝛿𝑀𝑋𝑀 | + |𝛿𝑅𝑋𝑅 |

100 ∙ 𝜒
    (unit of the quantity X)            Eq. 4 

 

Coefficient 𝜒 = 1.  

THE A-TYPE UNCERTAINTY 

𝑢𝐴𝑋 =  𝑘𝑠  ∙  √
1

𝑚 (𝑚−1)
 ∙  ∑ (𝑋𝑘 − �̅�)𝑚

𝑘=1
2

    (unit of the quantity X)             Eq. 5 

5.1 OUTCOMES 

TASK 5: Adjust values and modify graph in MS Excel sheet “kontrola.xls”. Attach printed versions to 

assigned sections .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attach Measured and Calculated Values 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes: 

 

Table 2. Calculated and Adjusted Values 
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Attach Graph 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes: 

 

 

5.2 CONCLUSION 

TASK 6: Shortly describe the aim and procedure of obtaining results. Answer following questions: 

 Is the verified measuring instrument accurate? How do you know?  

 Was the measurement precise (check the standard uncertainty uA in the graph)?  

            Explain your estimation. 

 

 

 

  

Table 3. Systematic Error and Uncertainty Dependence on Set Value 
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PART 4 

6. REVISION 

6.1 QUESTIONS 

TASK 7: Answer following questions. 

1. What is instrument accuracy verification? 

2. What does the correction curve represent? What could be observed?  

3. What can cause deviations? 

4. How is the standard A-type uncertainty computed? How is it connected to the total number of 

measurements? 

6.2 VOCABULARY 

TASK 8: Match terms with their definitions. 

1. accuracy class 

 

a. 
a three-terminal resistor with a sliding or 
rotating contact that forms an adjustable 
voltage divider 

2. calibration diagram b. 
an error that is not determined by chance but 
are introduced by an inaccuracy (as of 
observation or measurement) 

3. comparative method c. 
upper and lower limits to the range of particular 
quantity, measure etc. 

4. correction curve d. 
an instrument with the highest possible 
accuracy 

5. 
instrument accuracy 
verification 

e. 
a method based on comparison of verified 
instrument with reference instrument, which 
must be more accurate than verified one 

6. measurement uncertainty f. an accuracy parameter 

7. potentiometer g. 
a non-negative parameter characterizing the 
dispersion of the values attributed to a 
measured quantity 

8. reference instrument h. 
a graphically formulated dependency of 
correction on indicating value C = f (X) 

9. systematic error i. 
depicts the dependency of the measured value 
on the indicated value 

10. tolerance limits j. a process of measuring instrument validation 

 

TASK 9: Fill in the English equivalence vocabulary. To find appropriate vocabulary use definitions, 

and previous texts from parts 1-5. 

1.  naměřená hodnota  =  
2.  skutečná hodnota   =  
3.  koeficient rozšíření =  
4.  rozsah  =  
5.  ověřovaný přístroj =  
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PART 5 

7. GLOSSARY 

 

 English Definition Czech 

1. accuracy class an accuracy parameter třída přesnosti 

2. analog measuring device 

usually a combination of both analog 
machine and analog media that can 
together measure, record, or 
reproduce continuous information 

analogový měřící 
přístroj 

3. axis a reference line of coordinate system osa 

4. calibration diagram 
depicts the dependency of the 
measured value on the indicated value 

kalibrační křivka 

5. calibration/gauging 
a process of finding a relationship 
between two quantities that are 
unknown 

kalibrace 

6. coefficient 

a multiplicative factor in some term of a 
polynomial, a series or any expression; 
usually a number; does not involve any 
variable of expression 

koeficient 

7. comparative method 

a method based on comparison of 
verified instrument with reference 
instrument, which must be more 
accurate than verified one 

srovnávací metoda 

8. correction curve 
a graphically formulated dependency 
of correction on indicating value C = f 
(X) 

korekční křivka 

9. deficiency generally a lack of something nedostatek, deficit 

10. dependency 
dependence; something dependent or 
subordinate 

závislost 

11. digital measuring device 
a digital device for measuring a 
physical quantity 

digitální měřící 
přístroj 

12. graph 
a graphical representation of data also 
called a chart 

graf 

13. 
instrument accuracy 
verification 

a process of measuring instrument 
validation 

ověření přesnosti 
měřícího přístroje 

14. label 
a piece of paper or material fastened 
to an object that gives information 
about it 

značka, označení 
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15. measured value a value determined by measurement naměřená hodnota 

16. measurement uncertainty  

a non-negative parameter 
characterizing the dispersion of the 
values attributed to a measured 
quantity 

nejistota měření 

17. 
measuring 
instrument/measuring 
device  

a device for measuring a physical 
quantity 

měřící přístroj 

18. 
operating procedure/working 
procedure 

a result of organizing tasks in the best 
sequence of steps to make the best 
use of people, equipment, tooling and 
materials 

pracovní postup 

19. potentiometer 
a three-terminal resistor with a sliding 
or rotating contact that forms an 
adjustable voltage divider 

potenciometr 

20. propagation coefficient an attenuation coefficient koeficient rozšíření 

21. real value an actual value skutečná hodnota 

22. reference instrument 
an instrument with the highest possible 
accuracy  

referenční přístroj 

23. scale/range 
a set of numbers, amounts, etc., used 
to measure or compare the level of 
something 

rozsah 

24. systematic deviation 
a systematic difference between one of 
a set of values and some fixed value, 
usually the mean of the set 

systematická 
odchylka 

25. systematic error 

an error that is not determined by 
chance but are introduced by an 
inaccuracy (as of observation or 
measurement) 

systematická chyba 

26. tested/verified instrument an instrument that is to be verified  ověřovaný přístroj 

27.  tolerance limits 
upper and lower limits to the range of 
particular quantity, measure etc. 

mezní limity 

Note: Definitions were taken from Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopaedia and Macmillan Online Dictionary 
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8. KEY 

TASK 2  

1. Comparative method; Method using calibration 

2. ČSN IEC 51-2: 

a. Temperature of verified instrument must be 23°C ± 2°C. 

b. Devices with expressed zero value it is necessary to calibrate the value of zero.  

c. Should your device have more than one scale, after verifying the progress of the basic 

scale, verify the rest at 100 % of given scale.  

d. Should an analog measuring device have more than one scale, all are to be verified as 

well. 

e. Reference instrument must be significantly more accurate than tested instrument 

(comparative method).  

3. Correction curve is graphically formulated dependency of correction on indicating value C = f 

(X).; see Eq. 1 

TASK 7 

1. It is a series of processes through which you test your system to verify or validate the 

performance specifications published by the manufacturer of the instrument. 

2. Correction curve is graphically expressed dependence of correction C on reading value X of 

measuring instrument, C = f(X). Correction is the value that need to be added to reading value 

to get real value.  

3. Cause of Deviations: 

a. Analog Measuring Instrument: inaccurate mechanical setup of the measuring parts of 

the device, disturbing mechanical forces inside (sticking, friction), disturbing electrical 

and magnetic fields inside (electrical charges accumulated on parts made of insulating 

materials - glass window, instrument case), warming up caused by self-consumption. 

no calibration to the zero value on the scale, etc. 

b. Digital Measuring Instrument: dependant on function of electronic switches, 

comparators, gates, generators, sources of accurate voltage, display 

4. Standard A-type uncertainty: 

a.  𝑢𝐴𝑋 =  𝑘𝑠  ∙  √
1

𝑚 (𝑚−1)
 ∙  ∑ (𝑋𝑘 − �̅�)𝑚

𝑘=1
2

   

b. For number of measurements smaller than 10, the value is increasing by propagation 

coefficient kS.  

TASK 8 

1.f; 2.i; 3.e; 4.h; 5.j; 6.g; 7.a; 8.d; 9.b; 10.c 

TASK 9 

1. measured value 

2. real value 

3. propagation coefficient 

4. scale or range 

5. tested or verified instrument or device 
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